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Boomi Unifi ed Platform

A Service-Disabled Veteran Owned Small Business

Boomi Unifi ed Platform
The Boomi Uni� ed Platform helps 
your educational institution deepen 
student engagement and increase sta�  
productivity by unifying cloud and legacy 
on-premises application silos. Boomi 
simpli� es the increasingly complex 
tasks of connecting and delivering data 
anytime, anywhere while accelerating 
your IT modernization projects. Boomi 
helps hundreds of universities tame the 
challenges associated with legacy and 
modern distributed technology and 
budgets, shortages of technical skills 
and accelerated demands of university 
leaders and students. This is accomplished 
in a cloud-native IPaaS that addresses 
all of your critical data management 
needs - from data catalog and mastering, 
to API and EDI to intelligent automation 
of work� ow and applications. Boomi 
helps hundreds of universities tame the 
challenges associated with legacy and 
modern distributed technology and 
budgets, shortages of technical skills and 

ThunderCat & iPaaS
ThunderCat Technology was recently 
awarded the iPaaS (Platform as a Service) 
contract by James Madison University. The 
iPaaS contract is a VHEPC (Virginia Higher 
Education Procurement Consortium) 
contract. This means colleges/universities 
and all public entities can utilize this 
contract to procure Boomi without 
completing a formal solicitation process.

accelerated demands of university leaders 
and students. This is accomplished in a 
cloud-native IPaaS that addresses all of your 
critical data management needs - from 
data catalog and mastering, to API and EDI 
to intelligent automation of work� ow and 
applications.

Agile data and application integration 
is essential for helping colleges and 
universities modernize their IT systems. 
Educational organizations must deliver 
information across desktop, mobile, and 
social platforms to tech-savvy students 
while boosting collaboration and 
productivity among university personnel.

The Boomi Uni� ed Platform lets you build a 
more connected digital campus by bridging 
the gap between on-premises legacy 
systems and new cloud environments. 
Enrich your learning experience and stay

on-budget by integrating your diverse 
applications and data at a fraction of the 
time and cost of traditional middleware or 
custom-coding.

Through the breadth and depth of the 
Boomi AtomSphere Platform, we help you 
to solve complex integration challenges 
at a fraction of the time of traditional 
integration solutions, at the speed of 
business and across the entirety of your 
technical landscape - from Mainframe to 
Edge devices. Boomi provided universities 
all the bene� ts of the cloud, uncluding 
� exibility, agility, design patterns, 
scalability, high availability, built-in 
redundency, and automatic upgrades. 
Boomi connects everyone to everything 
with our AI Based, low-code, cloud-native, 
uni� ed, open, intelligent platform.
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